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ADVERTISEMENT

OFFICE OF THE CIVIL REGISTRAR-CUM-SUB REGISTRAR, DAMAN
AND NOTARY PUBLIC EX-OFFICIO OF JUDICIAL DIVISION, DAMAN.

In accordance with para first of Article 179 of Law No. 2049 dated 06/08/1951, and for the purpose of para second of the same article, it is hereby made public that the Deed of Succession or Qualification of heirs drawn on 27th July, 2013, at pages 97 overleaf of Book No. 220 of Deed of Succession or Qualification of heirs, executed in this office.

That on 07/06/2013 Shri DIVYANG CHANDRAKANT DHONDE, expired due to illness leaving behind his father Shri Chandrakant Harishchandra Dhonde and his mother Smt. Damayantiben C. Dhonde the interested parties hereto. That the said deceased Shri DIVYANG CHANDRAKANT DHONDE, was unmarried and died without executing any will or any other testamentary disposition of his last wishes but leaving behind some movable and immovable properties which includes (one) a Shop No. DMC 13-710/G-2, admeasuring 217 Sq. Ft.,

Contd./—
ground floor, Yogeshwar Complex, situated at Vapi–Daman, Main Road, Khariwad, Nani Daman. That besides the interested parties hereto, there does not exist any other person or persons, as the legal heirs of the deceased accordingly to the law of succession i.e. the code of customs and usage of Non–Christian Inhabitants of Daman, as applicable to the said deceased that may have a right of succession or may put in a claim to the inheritance and estate of the said deceased. That they the declarants have perfect knowledge or all these facts which inter alia are public and well known, that by the present deed the declarants do hereby affirms and state for all legal purposes that the above mentioned interested parties Shri Chandrakant H. Dhone and Smt. Damayantiben C. Dhone are the sole and universal heir and successors of the above said deceased and there is no other person, who as per prevailing law may be preferred to them and who may have better claim to the estate left by the said deceased. That the declarants are neither successors of the said deceased nor they have any impediments for this act.

Sd/-

( Maria Luiza Socorro Duarte )
CIVIL REGISTRAR-CUM-SUB REGISTRAR AND NOTARY PUBLIC EX-OFFICIO OF JUDICIAL DIVISION DAMAN.